Welcome to Airspeed’s Ultimate Skills Camp. This program is the culmination of
many years of work, originally started by the founding members of Arizona
Airspeed. When this began, Jack Jefferies, Mark Kirkby, Kirk Verner, Dan BC
originally wanted to pass on their vast knowledge of skydiving to improve the
skydiving community as a whole. Many of the systems we have in place are from
the work that that these 4 guys initiated. Then, just as now, the primary focus of
the camp is PERSONAL BEST AND TEAM BEST.
We all have different reason for being where we are today; some of us have a
desire and passion to win against any adversity. Some of us want to improve our
skydiving to make fun jumps at the weekend more fun. Whatever reason you are
here today the biggest reason any of us started skydiving is to have FUN!! This is
why we are still here, jumping after 5, 10, 20 years.
The one thing all of us have in common today is that we want to improve our
skydiving ability, mainly so we can go back to our home DZ and show everyone
there how good we are. The only way we can improve our skydiving is to take
risks, make mistakes and look bad from time to time. One thing that separates
good skydivers from average is their ability to deal with mistakes, we are all
going to make them, but to learn from it and move on is the best way to handle it.
Only you can limit how far you will take skydiving, it all depends on how much
you are willing to commit. We can give you all the information as how to become
a great skydiver, but in return we need you to commit to every jump. You must
put forth the effort; only then will you reach your full potential.
During this week we will focus on:
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

Stretching
Goal Setting
Optimum performance
Dive Preparation
Random work
Visualization
Debriefing

q
q
q
q
q
q

Slots
Communication
Exits
Piece Flying
Forming a Team
Team Dynamics

By the end of this week you will see an improvement in your flying skills. When
you return to your home DZ you will have the information that will continue to
help you improve and grow as a skydiver. Be willing and ready to hand out this
information, help your friends or team to improve. This information you have will
in time fade unless you continue to use it. So get out there and jump!
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Airspeed Skills Camp Curriculum.
Day 1
q

Tunnel

Relaxation / Body Awareness
Get in solo and just play
Relax and breath
Be still, move around the tunnel
Mirror the coach
Check and correct body position
Move different body parts as coach does, keep CP still
Extend range of motion
Automatic compensation with other body parts
Includes arms out, back, down; legs narrow / wide; pumping knees;
breaststroke and crawl; arch / de-arch.

Reacting to Fall Rate Changes
Mirror coach in several different configurations
Face to face
Side to side
No contact compressed accordion
Review – more of the same and
Cat with instructor on tail
Both outfacing

Translation – Moving your center Point
Side to side mirror coach or coach will point
Just slide back and forth from one side to the other
Repeat above w/ just lower body
Repeat above w/ just lower body
Repeat above but push air as hard as you can
Front to Back – start in a side by side with coach
Forward and back by extending / contracting arms and legs
Hard forward and back using aggressive body pitch

Putting It All Together
Review all of the above as needed
Translation in all directions
Font to back – star to bipole
Crabbing
Do-si-do
Translation with fall rate changes
Instructor will point to a place and student goes there
Wall Tag – be stopped before you touch the wall
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Day 2
q

Tunnel

Taking Grips and Flashing
Instructor demonstrates flashes and student copies
Student repeats until able to do so w/out CP movement.
Present and take
Staggered face-off to a Star and back, both sides
Student takes Cats
Cheated
Inside w/ in flash
Double outside w/ out flash
Cat, instructor turns 90° and take Sidebody, then back, both sides
Student moves, stops, takes grips
Compressed, student turns 90° and takes Sidebody, then back, both sides
Grip Drill – student takes grips
Compressed, back of the arm, double inside arm, other compressed and
then repeat in the opposite direction

Rotation Around Your Center Point - 90° Turns
Accordian to Half-Star and back, L & R
Half-Star to Phalanx and back, L & R
Star to Sidebody and back, L & R
Sidebody to Cat and back, L & R
No head switch
With head switch
Full circle broken into a series of 90° turns – start w/ Half-Star
Mirror the instructor – all 90° turns
Review all and add power
q

Jumps
1.

Randoms
•
•
•
•

Move, Stop then pick up grips
Look at your setup person
Be patient / wait for the keys
If you are the key person, key it when it is ready
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Day 3
q

Tunnel

Rotation Around Your Center Point – 180°Turns
Half-Star to Bipole and back, L & R
Accordian to Phalanx and back then other side
Accordian to Phalanx and back then other side (outside turn)
Sidebody to Sidebody
Star to Cat no Headswitch
Star to cat w/ Headswitch

Rotation Around Your Center Point – 360°& 540° turns
Half-Star 360° Half-Star, both sides, both directions
Accordian 360° Accordian, both sides, both directions
Star 360° Star, both directions
Star 360° Star, eyes closed
Cat 360° Cat, both directions
Half-Star 540° Bipole and back, both sides
Accordian 540° Phalanx and back, both directions
Star 540° Bipole and back, both directions
Star 540° Bipole and back, eyes closed
q

Jumps

Blocks with Turns
•
•

Apply turning techniques learned in the tunnel to practical application
Blocks with turns
ß 9, 7, 13, 14, 15,
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Day 4
q

Tunnel

Achieving The Powerful Balanced Turn
Using lower body – mirror instructor
Booties off drill
Isolation drill
Using upper body – mirror instructor
Putting it all together

Super-positioning – Moving Your Center Point While You Rotate
Accordian 180° Stairstep and back
Accordian 360° Accordian and back (turn inside)
Accordian 360° Accordian and back (outside turn)
Half-Star 360° Bipole and back
Spin around the instructor
Half-Star 360° Bipole, 90° to Accordian, 360° to other Accordian, 90° to HalfStar, 360° to Bipole then reverse the whole thing

q

Jumps

Piece Flying
•
•
•

•

We can break down most piece flying to a One – Two move
Understand where you piece partner needs to go
Center
ß Do your move, keep your eyes on your opposite for reference
ß Stop
ß Allow the outside person to make their move
Outside
ß Allow the Center do make their move without restriction
ß Make your move
ß Stop
ß Look at your opposite for reference
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Day 5
q

Tunnel

Vertical Drills
Fly in each others burble
Instructor demonstrates, student copies
Student flies side to side above instructor
Student and instructor fly vertical box drill

Focus on your opposite
•

q

4 way formation jumps with you and your instructor acting as your opposite

Jumps
Verticals
•
•

Put what you learned in the tunnel into practical applications
Blocks with verticals
ß 5, 6, 17, 18
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Stretching for Peak Performance
Written by Dr. Mike Ripely

Remember to start off slowly. These stretches can be helpful for releasing
tension and tightness. Once you learn how to stretch you will be able to develop
a routine to fit your own needs. Become familiar with each individual stretch
before doing the whole routine. Performing a stretch wrong or over stretching can
cause injury.
Most people think they don't have time to stretch, but will sit and watch
hours of TV every night. Stretching during this type of inactivity will help you
accomplish a type of physical fitness. Sitting for long periods causes stiff backs,
necks and blood to pool in the legs and feet, Stretching increases the circulation,
aids in relaxing, increases range of motion and develops body awareness,
Stretching in the evening can also help your sleep by relieving the days tension
and stress. Be creative and think of stretches to do during normally wasted time.
Here are a few helpful hints for stretching:
1) Stretch before and after exercise.
2) Stretch away from distractions and concentrate on the muscle being stretched.
3) Think about breathing; contract during inhale and stretch during exhale, 6-8
sec.
4) If you stop breathing or talk you have quit stretching.
5) Keep your head up, look forward not at the ground.
6) Keep your back straight to prevent lower back strain.
7) Stretching is entirely individual, realize your flexibility and work on your own
limitations.
8) Do not compete in stretching. This will only cause injuries.
Look at stretching as a means of improving fitness, injury prevention and
total body awareness.
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GOAL SETTING
By Jack Jefferies

Setting goals could be the single most important ingredient to success. There are
three basic types of goals, long, medium, and short range. The long-range goal is
where you need to start everything falls in behind this. You need to understand
what you want, look at what you are willing to sacrifice, and decide on a longrange goal. It is best for individuals to have done this process by themselves
before doing it as a team. Individual long-range goals are usually a little more far
reaching than the team's and therefore must be decided upon first. Like any
important team decision, agreeing on team goals should be done by consensus.
Now that you know where the team is going it is necessary to make a map on
how to get there. Here you need to make a series of medium range goals that
will roughly outline your path to success. In this stage of planning it is very helpful
to have a professional with you to give expert guidance on what is necessary to
reach your end goal.
Short-range goals are better made as you go along. Your strengths and
weakness' are hard to predict and therefore must be addressed as you go.
However, do be clear about what subjects you would like to make goals around
and how often you will be making and debriefing them.
Do not fear making goals because you may not reach them. This is quite normal
and very OK. If a goal proves to be too ambitious rethink it and adjust the goal.

Examples of subjects for goal setting:
block times
meet averages
team conduct
personal effort
planning

exit break times
personal conduct
second point times
team effort
communication
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Optimum Performance
By Dan Chenfeld

Your True Best
The first step to Optimum Performance, performing at your personal best, is
knowing what your best, your true best, really is. All of us have a certain level of
“safe performance”. A level of speed, aggressiveness and confidence where we
feel secure that we will not make any big mistakes. It is at this level that as
recreational jumpers we often most target our performance. Although we fly
competently here it is not our best and aiming to perform here will restrict us from
doing our best.
Then there are other times when you fly better than ever. You make great moves
and can’t even believe it was you. You’re not even sure how you did it. It’s almost
like magic. These unexpected magical second’s, that occur about 15% of the
time, are usually brushed off as simply good luck. But the reality is, this your true
best. There is no magic and there is certainly no luck. You did those moves. If
you did them once you can do them every time. You just need to understand
what makes those moments happen. With that knowledge in mind we can create
our own magic and luck anytime we want.
How do we make those magical moments happen whenever we choose?
How do we consistently perform close to our best?
Performing at your best is a skill in itself. It is the same skill when your best is a 5
point average or a 25 point average. Learn to perform at your best when it is a 5
and you will know how to make it happen when it is a 25.

Flying on the line
You have probably heard many different names for the ideal Performance State.
Some call it “The Zone” we call it “The Line”. That fine line where you are
confident enough to fly as aggressively as possible, while still able to maintain
total control.
When you are “On the Line”, you are as physically aggressive as you know you
can control. With time and good training, the level of confidence and
aggressiveness goes up. When your team first starts training, your skydiving will
be less predictable, less control. You may fly at only 20% of the speed and power
you have. That may be all your team can control.
With time and training, you begin to create some consistency. This gives you
more control, and with it the confidence to fly stronger. Where you may have
started out at 20% as aggressively as possible, you are now confident to go to
40% with the same control. You are still on the line.
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Being “Over the Line” refers to times where you are going more aggressively
than you can control. Being “Under the Line” refers to times when you’re flying
with too much caution, holding yourself back.

The Four Cs
Calm…Communication…Control…Confidence
Calm
Being on the line begins with a very calm mind. This sense of calm allows you to
broaden your view and expand your air awareness. You see everything that is
going on with your team, both perfect moves and problems. Not only do you see
it. You are aware that your teammates see it as well.

Communication
This awareness establishes a much higher degree of communication than most
team’s pursue. This communication, the awareness of glitches that need to be
fixed or precision that can be accelerated, gives a team total control.

Control = Confidence
It is this control that justifies complete confidence in both yourself and your team.
With control established, you then must choose to fly fast and hard. This is a very
conscious decision that is made in a fraction of a second. Recognize the team
has control and then choose to move with as much power as you can continue to
control. Choosing to do any less is accepting less than your best. And be sure,
the choice is yours.

Training Applications
The first stage of training for optimum performance is turning your best into your
average. Your best, those magical moments that occur about 15% of the time,
need to be recognized not as luck, but as your true best. Understand how you
make them happen. Target your efforts towards repeating this performance.

Not improving it, just repeating it.
Soon this 15% will become 25%, then 45% and then 60%. Your best has
become your average. Out of nowhere, while you were not even looking, a new
best has appeared. A new magical 15%. Re-establish your goals aiming to
perform at this new 15% and the whole process again.
The second stage of training for optimum performance is consciously aiming to
make your better best. Once you or a team has developed a high rate of
consistency you are ready to push your best to the next level.
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It is important that you are very specific on how you plan to accomplish this.
Target specific areas one at a time. Risk losing some of the control as you add
speed and aggression. As you reach over the line and begin the push you will
also be sacrificing some of the consistency. Push on. When this stage of training
is finished calm it back down. Return to the line. Remove all effort towards
additional speed. Soon the consistency will settle at a higher level than ever.
Remember, the mental state for performing “on the Line” stays the same, even
as the percentage of aggressiveness of the line increases.

Arousal Level
We call it the correct mental state that puts you consistently on the line the
Optimal Arousal Level. We use a scale of 1 to 10 to measure this. 1 would be not
pushing yourself at all, “Under the Line”. 10 would be out of control, “Over the
Line”.
After each jump you should note where your arousal level was in your
preparation, visualization, ride to altitude and during the jump. If you keep track
of this you will find, after a great jump, at what Optimum Arousal Level you
perform your best. The line is very consistent among different people, but how to
get to the line varies greatly. Some people prefer to be at a calm 3 on the scale.
Another person works better at an aggressive 7. Play with this. Do your personal
research. Try a 4, an 8, 10, and 2. When you work this system you will find you
can manage your arousal level and put it where it need to be in order to be at
your best. The line will be the same effort most, but the arousal level we use to
get there is often different.

Distractions That Take You “Off the Line” and How to Control Them
Aiming for more or less than your best.

Know your true best. Stay focused and
aim right for it, not any better or any
worse. It is always within you reach.

Fear of failure and of making mistakes.

Don’t allow concern for results or
making mistakes take you off target.
Fearing mistakes is the greatest
mistake there is. You don’t owe
perfection to yourself or anyone else.

Over analyzing

You do not have time during a skydive
for deep contemplation and analysis.
Save that for after the jump. During the
jump stay focused on one point at a
time reserving any debriefing for later.
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Concerning yourself with what other
people think

This is a very common problem in our
skydiving community, but really, who
cares what other people think? I hate to
break it to you but it is only a silly
skydive. The opinion of anyone that
judges you based on your skydiving
ability is not one you should be
concerned with. This is all about your
personal challenge and the fun in
facing it. It has no significant worth
other than that.
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Jump-to-Jump Preparation
By Todd Hawkins

The best jumps are the ones where the team as a whole feels very machine like,
where each member is doing its part accurately and precisely. Good preparation
allows us to get that feeling of a good jump even before we get into the air. As
they say “If you fail to plan, then you plan to fail”. By being very systematic in our
preparation we are training ourselves to be systematic in the skydive, hence we
are moving like a machine.
Airspeed’s jump-to-jump preparation has evolved very little over the past few
years. It has always been about maximum learning on the creepers for minimum
time. Too little time on creepers gives us less preparation than we need, where
as too much makes us tire sooner and lessens the learning curve of the group.
Our preparation system helps us to achieve the following:
q Clear, accurate pictures that we will see during the jump
q Learning all details efficiently and in order
q Learning good habits so that they become instinctive
q Get the feeling of our Optimum Arousal Level
The system we have in place stays the same. Having a system in place reduces
time spent on creepers and thus decreases fatigue. It is a great feeling when you
get on the creepers and everyone knows their job. Having a system in place and
sticking to that system starts the entire jump process off in a calm relaxing feel. It
is like driving to a place you have been many times before as apposed to driving
in heavy traffic in a new city looking for a coffee shop who sells muffins for $2.45
on Tuesday morning.

Airspeed’s Jump Preparation System
Walk Through –The walk through is our chance to see the puzzle for the first
time. Figure out where each person needs to go and look for the most efficient
move to get there. This is the time to start moving as a team, always try to walk
the skydive with smoothness and make it machine like. Always start by looking
across the formation as you are trying to remember the skydive, the sequence is
not drawn on the floor. The first few pages there will be some brain locking, try to
not let this be a source of frustration. If you do brain lock treat it the same as you
would in the air. The first thing you should do is look through the center at you
opposite, take a deep breath. By looking through the center of the formation you
will no doubt see a picture that you recognize, only one slot out. Fill in the picture.
Using this method to resolve brain lock issues on the ground will carry over to the
air, keeping you calm and making the right decision when it does happen.
Angles – Now we move to the creepers. When we lay down we want to look at
each move between formations. We take the engineering we decided on during
the walk through and perform it on the creepers. We perform each transition 3
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times accurately. This helps us get the kinesthetic feel for each move. This is
also the best time to figure out your grip plan. Most of the time you should have a
standardized system of picking up grips. This allows us to think more about what
is going on in the skydive than thinking about pick up grips or wasting time
playing patty cake.
During angles is the best time to start training yourself for good crossreferencing. Make your move, Stop. When you are stopped you can see the
whole formation just sitting there in front of you. Only when you see the picture
should you then look at the grip and pick it up, immediately returning your eyes to
the center of the formation. Looking to the key person for the key. Practicing this
on the ground will develop these good habits in the air. Repetition and
consistency is the aim of Angle’s.
Pauses – We continue the creeping process by moving into pauses. We roll
though the jump continuously with a slight pause at the build of each formation.
When you are in the paused formation you should overlay the next formation on
top of the current formation. This increases your anticipation for the next move,
so you are thinking about the move before it is to happen, rather than waiting for
the key and then thinking about where you should go. Pauses also train us to
look at the key person and wait for their key to move. Each move you make
should be made “On the Line” and make your stop just as hard. High anticipation
is the key.
Eyes Closed – In eyes closed we want to keep a high anticipation of the next
move. Just like pauses you should overlay the next formation on top of the
current formation. A systematic approach to eyes closed will help it run efficiently
and still keep it effective.
Everyone should start with their eyes closed, the key person initiates the break
verbally. Make you move. Stop. Open your eyes, look at the grip and pick it up
the close you eyes again.
The idea of eyes closed is to allow us to make the move based on pure
kinesthetic movement. Thus building confidence in our own move and the move’s
of those around us. Doing the move pure and without trying to make adjustments
on the fly gives us the most efficient move possible.
At speed – Take 30 seconds before going into this final creeping session. Put
yourself on the line and get your anticipation high. This is how we want to feel in
the skydive. Make this as realistic as possible make your creep feel machine like
and consistent. There should not be any talking during the final creep, if
something is off, just fix it! We wouldn’t stop the skydive to talk about a particular
angle so we don’t stop during at speed. This is you chance to practice your ad-lib
skills.
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Random Work
By Todd Hawkins

Random work basically is the movement we need to do between each formation
including going to and coming from a Block. As a result random work is one of
the most important factors in formation skydiving. Most world-class teams all
have block times that are fairly similar. During a competition teams can make the
biggest gains in score during a jump that has many random sequences.
Moving fast is no problem for most of us. It is efficiency and minimization of
movement that scores points. A good way to think of this is the following:
Movement = Time = Points
Conservation of movement begins at the engineering stage. Always try to
engineer so that everyone has the smallest move possible, i.e. the least amount
of movement (sitting still), requires the least amount of time. Any movement that
must exist, should be broken down into Center Point turns and Straight line
movement.
Any move performed should be only what is necessary and should be completely
stopped before picking up any grip. Any momentum carried into the formation will
affect the move required to move to the next formation.
Cross-referencing is essential to Formation Skydiving, in that the only references
we have in the air are each other. Seeing through the center of the formation to
our opposite flyer will allow us to see the bigger picture of what is happening
during the skydive. It allows us to recognize if we are in the correct slot, any
changes in levels and helps with anticipation of the next point in the sequence.
The conservation of movement not only includes lateral movement but vertical
movement. Having all jumpers on the same level eliminates any up or down
movement (Movement = Time = Points). Good levels don’t just happen, they are
created. By looking through the center of a formation you increase your
awareness of your surroundings. From better awareness comes the ability to
recognize issues while they are still small. It is easier (and faster) to adjust 6 in.
of levels than 6 ft. With this in mind, good levels are a result of constant
corrections.
When a team is moving fast it becomes clear how important synchronicity is to
the group. With everyone moving together there is a confidence generated in the
group. To the judges, the skydive is easier to score. With the speed that teams
are moving it is becoming increasingly more difficult to judge each and every
grip. As a result judges look more at the synchronicity of the group when scoring.
Each formation can be broken down into two general positions, Center and
Outside. The Center flyers are responsible for making sure the formation is built
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so that each outside flyer has approximately the same distance to move. As a
Center you need to move with purity and confidence to the correct place. Usually
if you try to help out one of the Outside flyers you will affect the other. A lot of
times the Centers have the keys for the formations. So they can greatly affect the
feel of the skydive so a confident and calm Center can radiate that energy to the
Outside flyers. The Center flyer is like the drummer of a band, controlling the flow
and pace of the skydive.
Outside flyers usually have a bigger, more dynamic move to the next point than
the Centers. As a result they need to have good anticipation of the move they are
about to perform. On the outside you will need to react to mistakes that the
Centers may make, being able to ad-lib is a great benefit. Your move should be
accurate and pure like on the creepers but small adjustments on the way will get
you exactly where you need to be. Also, making sure that your movement is
stopped before you pick up grips will help the Centers job of making sure they
are in the right place.
For all flyers seeing the ‘Big Picture’ of what everyone is doing during the jump, is
absolutely critical. Having all the information in front of you allows you to react to
mistakes by other or yourself more quickly. The only way we can allow ourselves
to see the ‘Big Picture’ is by keeping our focal point through the center point of
the formation across to our opposite. This is known as “cross referencing”, add
this to opening up our peripheral vision allows us to see everything.
All this efficient movement, Cross Referencing and Levels can be made
completely redundant unless we add Key anticipation and discipline. In order for
us to score points we must build points. A key should only come from the person
who is delegated the responsibility. The ‘Key Person’ is given this responsibility
because they are able to see and feel when the formation is built and ready to
go. If you are the Key Person then you must know when it is your key, know all
the grips that must be in place before you key. Have high anticipation of the
previous and make sure everyone is ready to go. Knowing what the last grip to
be taken can help with this anticipation.
If you are not the key person, then you have responsibilities too. First and
foremost you need to know who the key person is and look at them for the key.
This will eliminate any ‘jumped keys’. It also helps if you know what they are
looking for and anticipate the key. Part of synchronicity is having everyone come
off the grips at the same time. Simultaneous breaks will build this and comes
from high anticipation of all team members.
Movement between points is the culmination of three basic references. The first
is done with anticipation, Visualizing the next formation superimposed on the
current. Kinesthetic movement is the muscle memory we create by creeping the
jump before hand, visualizing and anticipating the kinesthetic feel will help us
make it more correct and fast. The third reference is Ad-Lib, being able to
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recognize changes and adjust to them immediately. Seeing the Big Picture will
help you with a fast and accurate Ad-Lib. In theory we should never have to AdLib but we live in a world where people make mistakes. Jack Jefferies puts it
best, [To Ad-Lib] “you must be able to see mistakes, cross-reference, and know
what the team is supposed to be doing. After seeing the mistake you must make
a judgment on the correct response (the ability to do this well comes mostly with
experience). Then simply take action to correct. When teams are good with this it
never appears that there was a mistake.”
Good random work can mean the difference between Gold and Silver at a World
Meet; it can also be the difference between a fun jump feeling good or bad. Take
pride in your random work and others will see it. Learning all of the above takes
time and effort. It all counts towards making better skydives, and everyone knows
the feeling of a great skydive.
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Visualization
By Jack Jefferies

Visualization is a very important element of skydiving training. The time we
have in free fall to practice our sport is so short we are left with visualization as
the only practical option for repetitive training. Repetitive training is necessary to
make your skills and knowledge of a sequence automatic. To perform at the high
end of your ability you must be able to let go of conscious thought and allow your
performance to come automatically. The amount of readiness to perform at this
level can come only from strong visualization skills and the trust-in-self they
bring.
Have a system, a process of what, how, and when you visualize. Each of
the members of Airspeed has their own system. Your system should be unique
and specific to you. Spend time thinking about what you do and how well it
works. Talk with your friends and coach about what they do. Gather as much
information as possible and then begin to experiment. From this information
create a visualization plan of your own. Write it down. After working your plan for
a while you may choose to adjust it but you will have a process of visualization
you can apply to all of your skydiving.
To help you begin to put together a plan of your own we will look at some
of the key elements you might find in an Airspeed member’s process.
Repetition: many repetitions over the same sequence. It requires an
immense quantity of repetitions to make a skydive automatic. Visualizing should
begin directly after the dirt dive and continue at regular intervals until the actual
skydive. Working the next days skydives at home puts you ahead of the game.
Working the next weeks skydives throughout the week, even further. The
diligence of this work distinguishes the accomplished skydiver.
Relaxation: frequent periods of relaxation between sessions. Relaxing
between bouts of visualization will help lessen anxiety. When a sequence is
difficult to remember allowing your mind to relax is often all that’s necessary. A
relaxed mind thinks much faster and clearer than a tight, anxious mind. Also,
visualizations done in a relaxed state are more vivid and powerful making them
more productive to your training.
Calm: engender a calm mind and the proper arousal level. Calmness is
key to skydiving well. The proper arousal level is critical to peak performance.
Use your visualization time to practice these optimum states of mind.
Multiple points of view: viewing the skydive from your own perspective,
the camera man’s and even a teammate’s. The more we can know about what is
supposed to be happening in a sequence the better we will perform. Being able
to see the entire jump, understand everyone’s job, and perceive the overall flow
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of the dive is critical. This ability, which requires a lot of training and a large
amount of familiarity, will enable you to react to changes as they happen and
remember difficult non-repeating sequences with ease.
Slow motion: seeing the entire skydive in slow motion while analyzing all
the details. This gives you the time to look closely at the specifics of the jump
without feeling rushed. Beware; a slow motion session should not be done close
to the actual jump due to its lack of realism. Remember, to perform well it is
necessary to let go of details and trust that they will come from you automatically.
Look at the details during your slow motion session and then let them go. There
is far too much happening far too quickly to hold in the front of your mind this kind
of detail while skydiving.
Fast forward: viewing the skydive at twice the speed it will actually occur
in order to stretch your anticipation abilities and increase confidence.
Anticipation, like a muscle’s flexibility will grow if stretched. Pushing your abilities
by pushing the pace in your visualization will help you develop greater
anticipation. Viewing the skydive in fast forward can also build confidence. “If I
can remember the sequence at this pace the skydive is going to be easy.” Like
slow motion visualization, fast forward is not realistic and should not be practiced
too close to the jump.
Real time: repetitions at actual speed done to make the sequence, timing,
and details completely automatic. Your mind should be working just as you would
like it to in freefall. It is here that you practice the correct arousal level,
anticipation, distraction control, and all the mental disciplines of a great
performance. This should be the bulk of your visualization where the real work
gets done.
Positive: always see the jump working the way you planned it to. Our
mind has the uncanny ability to create precisely what it sees. We must be careful
not to visualize our fears. Visualize only what you want to happen. It’s your mind,
choose what you think!
Process: a set process executed the same each jump regardless of that
jumps type or importance. Having this process be the same each jump is very
powerful. It ensures you have prepared thoroughly every time. It also gives you a
well-developed routine, which will give you confidence when the jump is very
important. Airspeed develops routine and relies heavily on it for consistent
performance under pressure.
Be intentional with your preparation. Develop a system that works for you and
work it every time you jump. Constantly improve your visualization skills. These
skills will play a major part in your improvement as a skydiver.
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Debriefing
By Todd Hawkins

Maintaining a positive focus while debriefing is essential to promoting the
optimum state of mind for learning. We naturally have a tendency as humans to
focus more on the things we did wrong, breaking it down to levels that sometime
border ridiculous. Although we do want to recognize and make corrections to
mistakes, we have found that a more positive analysis of our jumps create a
better learning platform.
By focusing on the positive parts of the jump, we train ourselves to recognize the
right way to do things. It also allows us to show our teammates that we notice the
great moves they do. When someone tells you that they really liked your move
from the Crank to the Meeker then every time that combination or similar move
comes up you are going to take pride in that move and want to show everyone
how good and consistent you can do it.
On the flip side when you allow your teammates to recognize their own mistakes
you allow them the chance to figure out the best way to correct it for themselves.
You learn more by discovering and correcting your own mistakes than by having
someone tell you that you did it wrong.

Airspeed’s Debrief System
We have a system in place that allows all that I refer to above to happen in a
timely manner. When you debrief 12 jumps in a day that can translate to a lot of
wasted time unless it is kept in check. This system increases the learning curve
by listening to each others mistakes and fixes and figuring out how this can be
applied to yourself. Why make the same mistake that your teammate has made
when you can learn from them.
In our debrief system we watch the video twice without talking, on the first
viewing you will (more than likely) watch yourself. On the second viewing try to
watch the big picture, see your teammates. Watch their good moves and the
mistakes. Get ready to learn.
After we watch the video twice we then speak one at a time. While each person
talks in turn listen to what they have to say.
When it is you turn to talk:
q State the positives (about anyone)
q State things that need improvement (about yourself)
q State what you can do to improve
q Be brief, get to the point
q Straight talk
q No defensive responses
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Always start with positive, things you liked. This can be about anyone; in fact it is
strongly encouraged. Complimenting each other performance builds self-esteem
giving confidence to push further. Reinforcing correct performance helps commit
it to memory increasing the chances of repeating.
Stating your own errors avoids the pitfalls in finger pointing. Having said it
yourself leaves no room for abusive accusations from your teammates. It also
creates a deeper sense of ownership for the mistake, increasing your
responsibility to correct it. Setting goals for improvement from jump to jump will
keep you clear and focused on what you are working on. The system will help
you come to realize that it is OK to make mistakes, a much easier headspace to
learn in.
There are times when one person will not recognize their own mistakes. By doing
this they are not allowing any room for improvement and will likely make the
same mistake again. This is often the role of a coach to ensure that this gets
addressed. It seems that it is easier to accept criticism from an outside coach
than from a member of you team. There will be times when your team has no
coach and the issue needs to be addressed. If you see the need to critique a
teammate, we suggest you follow these rules:
q

Don’t give any input unless you are sure of what you are saying. Look for
patterns rather than isolated instances. Think first, then talk.

q

The person who is being criticized needs to resist the temptation to get
defensive. This is your teammate talking to you, with the betterment of the
team in mind. Listen to what they have to say, they wouldn’t be saying it if
it wasn’t important.

q

Open yourself up to the possibility that they could be right. Do not defend
yourself. Give serious consideration to what they are saying. If you decide
that they are wrong, they may not be seeing the whole picture, don’t
debate it. Just go up on the next jump and do the best you know you can.
If the mistake keeps reoccurring then consider their input again.

It is only with this straight talk and the absence of defensiveness that debriefing
can be fully productive. Remember that none of this is personal, it is all for the
better of the team and to make you a better skydiver.
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UNDERSTANDING YOUR SLOT
By Jack Jefferies

Your position on the aircraft during your exits dictate the slot you will have
for all the formations in the dive. Since we engineer our dives with conservation
of motion in mind, we like to leave people close to their previous slot. This means
that if you begin in the middle you stay in the middle, if you begin on the tail or
the point you stay just there. Each slot has its own set of specific traits. Although
each person will have to make the same moves eventually, there are certain
skills more needed in one slot than another. Each of the slots has roughly the
same degree of difficulty however the players will become specialized in their slot
making themselves experts. Over the long run it is a good idea to train your
selves in each others slots, especially your piece partners, so you will be able to
switch if the draw of the meet makes it necessary. I will attempt to describe the
particular attributes to each slot which sets it apart from the others.
POINT
The front floater is most commonly the point of formations. This is
because we have found that exits leave the aircraft better facing up, which puts
the person in the front of the door facing away from his team. As a result the
point spends most of his dives looking over his shoulder. It is not uncommon for
the point to spend an entire dive without picking up one grip. This requires a
specific set of skills unlike those of the other slots.
Trust is a major issue for the point. Since he cannot see very much he
must depend on his teammates to be where they said they would be. He needs
to trust himself most of all. Most of his moves are made by feel with little or no
visual input to confirm that he is correct. He must make his move and fall strait
down, not allowing paranoia make him correct mistakes that do not exist.
Knowing what is happening behind him is another issue for the point. We
know that it is important to understand what is going on with the entire skydive,
this becomes difficult when you can see less than half of it. The solution to this
problem is in taking what you do see and filling in the blanks with your mind. In
this way you are constantly running a moving picture in your mind of what is
happening in the part of the dive you cannot see. There is plenty of information to
draw from to help you with this task, what you do see, and what you can feel in
the grips your team mates have on you. To do this well you must know what the
entire team is supposed to be doing through the entire dive.
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TAIL
The rear float is commonly at the tail of most formations, for the same
reasons the front float is at the point. He will spend most of his dives facing
toward the center of the formation. This will sometimes require him to have the
same grips, usually cat grips, for the entire skydive. Again this requires a specific
set of skills unlike those of any other slot.
Seeing the keys and staying on pace is something which requires extra
effort from the tail. Where as the centers are in close and making the keys, and
the point can easily feel the instant a formation is keyed, the tail has to look
forward past bodies to see what is happening. The tail must plan where he is
looking to ensure that he sees the key. He must know who is responsible for the
key and focus his attention there.
Separation is another issue for the rear floater. Since he will commonly
have the same grips for many consecutive formations it becomes important for
him to focus on showing good separation. He must see the key, flash with large
arm movement, and stay off grips for an appropriate amount of time. Because he
often has the same grips from formation to formation it would be easy for him to
get off and on again rather quickly. He needs to take notice, during the briefing,
of the length of movement his team mates have on the transitions where he has
none. He wants to stay off the grips as long as possible getting on at the same
time as his team mates. This will avoid potential busts where he is off and on
again before a team mate, who is slightly behind, has gotten off the first
formation. He should strive to see separation occur between everyone.
CENTERS
The two people that exit in the center of the formation will also most likely
spend the entire dive there. Working in the center carries a lot of responsibility
above and beyond the specific skills necessary for their slot. The centers are
responsible for fall rate, pace, and the general emotion of the entire skydive. The
point and the tail are always looking to the center to dictate their moves. The
center work must be precise. The centers must pay close attention to the center
points and the headings. If the center point is off to one side by a couple of feet
or the heading is off by only a few degrees, this will mean a lot of extra distance
for the outside flyers to travel. The centers must move crisply and with
confidence. It must be understood that the entire feel of the skydive radiates out
from the center.
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OUTSIDE CENTER
The Outside Center is the man who exits in the center of most formations
and leaves from the outside of the aircraft. The Outside Center, like the point,
spends most of his time facing away from the tail and other center. Because of
this he has to master some of the same skills as the front floater. Many of his
moves require large turns, often giving him a large turn in one direction followed
by a large turn in the opposite direction on the very next transition. This kind of
movement requires him to be fast and crisp, starting and stopping his moves with
precision. He also has to do most of the catching of the point. There is a lot he
can do to help the point do his job. When catching you want to get your grips as
soon as you can, and physically place the out facing person in his slot. How far
you can reach is dictated by your personal ability; the bottom line is that you must
maintain your position. In other words you want to help the out facing person as
much as you can but only as much as you can. You cannot sacrifice your precise
center work in order to save the out facing person.
INSIDE CENTER
The Inside Center is most commonly leaving from inside the aircraft. This
position has most of the keys in the pool. Because of this he has most of the
control over the pace of the skydive and is in the position to make critical
judgments about how the dive will progress. We call this man the quarter back of
the skydive for just that reason. He must see all that is happening on the dive
and know where his team mates head space is in order for him to make correct
judgments about the pace and intensity of any given skydive. Although everyone
is responsible to see and know these things it is most important for him.
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Free Fall Communication
By Dan Chenfeld

Four great skydiver’s, each capable of regularly performing at their personal best,
do not on their own make a great team. Until they develop sharp, clear and
understandable freefall communication they will still only be four great individual
skydivers. The best teams develop their communication and timing so accurately
that they appear to be glitch free in their movement. Functioning like clockwork.
Like four parts of a machine.
The teams ability to perform at their best is a direct result of this communication.
Many teams train under the assumption that communication will result naturally
by simply having enough airtime together. They do not develop this
communication into their training plan. Not only must you dedicate time and
training to this, you must do it from the very first jump.
Simply enough the main tool we use for this is EYE CONTACT. We know
everyone uses eye contact, it is the first and most basic thing you are taught
when you become a skydiver. But the difference on Airspeed is…. We mean it.
Eye contact is not just looking in the general direction of the person across from
you. It is looking straight into their eyes. Seeing their thoughts, reading their
mind. Calming each other down. Firing each other up. Making well thought out
decisions together in a fraction of a second.
Look straight into each other’s eyes whenever you can. Obviously when you are
facing out this will be a problem. But if you can see the eyes of the person across
from you, then do so. Do not just sit with a blank stare waiting for a translation.
Make an effort to read each other. The language is not complex. There are only a
few thoughts that come up during any jump. You will be communicating the same
thing over and over again. Thoughts like “calm it down”, “control”, “lets turn it up”,
and “better stops”. These things can easily be seen in each other expressions.
Deep philosophical or political conversations will have to wait. But everything you
need to communicate about in order to get the most out of every move on every
jump can be done in a flash.
We cannot see everyone’s eyes all the time. For this reason we also
communicate through our grips. Taking solid, clean grips, without fumbling
around will signal to the person that you are gripping what your condition is. Your
readiness, or lack there of, to start the next transition. This is essential for the key
people. It will enable them to make the correct decisions on keys and pace.
Allowing the team to continue moving in synch with each other under any
conditions.
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The ability for a team to really communicate this way is one of the most exciting
and rewarding aspects of Formation Skydiving. Your team best is a direct result
of this.
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Exits
By Todd Hawkins

There are three parts to a good exit. TIMING, PRESENTATION AND
PLACEMENT
A good skydive always starts with a good exit. Getting the whole group off the
plane together lets you get the jump off to a quick start. Launching the first point
requires us to take up grips in the door. This often puts us in compromising
positions. The key to getting a good launch is having balance and physically
putting the formation on the air. First knowing where on the hill you want the
formation to be, and then putting it there, no matter what.
In order to make all your exits work every time all members must achieve the
following:
q
q
q
q

q

Know exactly where the formation is to be in relation to line of flight.
Be comfortable, balanced and stationary in the door.
Know where you need to be as an individual, be presented to the relative
wind as you launch. Don’t wait until you are out to present.
When lined up in the door, look at your opposite, establish you crossreferencing. Even if you cannot get direct eye contact, look in the direction
of your opposite. Then as the formation hits the relative wind you will have
them in your sight.
Use what you see to make the formation sit exactly where you want it.

Timing
Timing involves getting everyone in the group out of the plane at the same time.
Good timing is achieved by having one person initiate an exit count. The person
giving the count should utilize three aspect of human communication:
Audible - Give a verbal count, this not only helps to communicate to others
around you, but helps with your cadence. Not everyone is going to be able to
hear your count and that is OK. Others will and everything we can do to help
adds up. Once again a verbal helps you with your count.
Tactile – A shake that can be felt. Physical movement is a great form of
communication. If you are not the person giving the count, you should have a
heightened awareness of the person who is. Feel every nuance from that person
and from the group. If you are the person giving the count make your shake
strong and clear so that there is no mistaking your intentions.
Visual – Along with feeling the count the members not giving the count should
look for the movement from the key person. Once again heighten you awareness
so that you see everything. Person giving the count also should communicate
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visually loud. Be powerful in you communication, not so much though that you
put someone off balance. Obvious subtlety is the key.

Presentation
Presentation refers to both Individual Presentation and Group Presentation to the
relative wind.
Individual Presentation refers to your body’s position and presentation to the
relative wind. Be sure you are aware of where the wind is coming from as you
are lined up in the door and have a plan about presenting your body to it. Know
at what angle the rest of the piece will be presented and what heading you will
need to have.
Group Presentation refers to the presentation of the entire piece to the relative
wind. When a group exits the plane, each individual needs to have their own
space so they can get clean air for their individual presentation. If we don’t get
this clean air then we are immediately put in another burble and this will create a
funnel. Basically it works like this…the Point needs to jump up and away from
center and the tail needs to drop down and away from center. Imagine a piece of
clear plastic set up on a 45° angle horizontal to the wing dropping down from the
front edge of the door. If the front person goes up and the tail goes down then
everyone get clean air.
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Piece Flying
By Dan Chenfeld

There are many different types of pieces and various block moves. But the basic
mechanics of all of them are much the same.
During a 360° turn of any 2 person piece, there is one person who starts from the
center or flies through the center first. The other person begins on the outside
and flies through the center second.
The person who is driving thought the center makes the more aggressive move.
This creates a ONE - TWO motion. ONE, the first person drives thought the
center, out the other side and stops. TWO, after the first person stops their move,
the next one drives though. Without this ONE – TWO staging, piece partners
often begin towing each other around the sky. Both fell as if the other is taking
them for a ride. The staging allows for complete control and it is that control
which allows you to fly correctly and aggressively.
Center Flyer – Drive through the center aggressively with your eyes on the other
piece. As you pass the center point make a strong stop. Your main priority on
the second half of the turn is to allow the outside flyer to do their move.
Understand where they are trying to go so that you can assist without restricting
them in any way.
Outside Flyer – Your main priority at the start of the turn is to understand what
your piece partner’s initial move is and what they need from you in order to
execute it properly. Normally they will need very little. Doing too much will usually
be more of a restriction than it is assistance. See the other piece. Wait until your
piece partner has stopped before you begin stage TWO. Look right at the other
piece. Determine exactly where the finished formation will be. Recognize any
adjustments from the plan that need to be made to finish the block correctly.
Agree with the other piece that you can see the finish, and make your move.
The stages and communication that is described here will allow you to
completely control the pieces during the entire turn. You never just spin your
individual pieces and then fly them back together. You are constantly working
with the other piece. Taking the time to recognize any imperfections so that you
can control them, and not let them control you.
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Forming a Team
By Todd Hawkins

Many of us started jumping because of the thrill of jumping out of a perfectly
good airplane. It was a challenge to do this; it was an unknown entity. As we
keep jumping we understand the challenges of trying to fly our body rather than
just falling through the air.
It is the constant challenge of our sport that kept us jumping. When we first
started doing Formation Skydiving our learning curve was steep and our
enthusiasm was limitless. Most jumpers find that when they get around 100 –
200 jumps the weekend fun jumps just aren’t challenging enough. They want to
get more out of a skydive than a funnel, one point then track.
That’s when they see other jumpers doing teams. They see them turn up at the
DZ early and begin jumping straight away. Doing a lot of jumps, learning with
each jump and being challenged not matter what their level. Suddenly it dawns
on them, I want to do a team.
Where does one start when the desire to jump with a team burrows under you
skin? Well it starts with you, your enthusiasm and drive to make something
happen.
THINGS TO LOOK FOR IN A TEAMMATE.
1. ATTITUDE
It is good to have an end to journey toward;
but it is the journey that matters, in the end.
URSULA K. LeGUIN

a. Flexible
o Willingness to change
o Ability to accept new ideas.
o Willing to give new ideas 100%
o Able to accept that everything is not going to go your way
b. Team player
o Someone that you can get along with
o Comfortable to make mistakes and willing to admit to them.
o Able to listen to teammates
o Someone who will take charge when required
o Someone who can step back and let others be in control
c. Personal
o Good attitude towards learning
o Able to accept criticism
o Patience
o Remembers that skydiving is fun
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o Doesn’t criticize teammates
o Similar goals
o Doesn’t let the little things get to them
1. COMMITMENT
One finger can’t lift a pebble.
HOPI SAYING

a.
o
o
o
o

Personal
Willing and able to commit to team training schedule
Put in the extra effort on the long hard days
On time to everything, never be last
Will turn up for jumping alert and ready to go

b.
o
o
o

Team
Able to stick to the team plan
Able to put the team first
Sacrifice their own glory for the good of the team

3. ABILITY
It is not the same to talk of bulls as to be in the bullring.
SPANISH PROVERB

You can teach a monkey how to skydive, but it is much harder to change
social habits (like picking the nits out of your fur).
Notice that there are two number ones; this is because each is equally important.
Of course all of the above is ideal and most of all should apply to you. Because
you will be someone’s team mate. This is the ultimate teammate and certain
compromises may have to be made, but why not strive for the best.
When starting a team it is a good idea to offer your potential teammates a short
term goal, as many people will be scared off by someone saying want to go to
Nationals, do 700 jumps, get coaching, spend $1,000,000 etc. Pick a short term
goal like a meet that may be coming up soon, or even just a few weekends of
training. Then get together after a trail period and discuss options. Be flexible
with your own goals and desires.
The best thing you can do is get a team together. Sitting around waiting for the
perfect team is never going to happen; you have to make it happen. Your desire
to be better will drive you though any adversities as a team. Doing a team makes
you learn about yourself and others. Learning to deal with others will develop you
as a person.
When you do get together, sit down as a team and discuss what each persons
personal goals and their team goal ideas. With this you can come up with a
common goal for the team and this is what will get you through the year.
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TEAM DYNAMICS
By Jack Jefferies

Team Leader
We believe that it is important for all teams to have some sort of
leadership. Strong leadership provides direction which keeps the team on track
and working efficiently. It must be remembered that there are a lot of different
ways to do any one thing but nothing will be done properly unless the entire team
focuses on one method at one time. Having a leader will give the team a beacon
to follow which will keep them working together on the same thing.
It is best to have a person whom all have agreed to have as their leader.
Someone who is well liked and respected by everyone on the team. This respect
must be earned, the leader must constantly prove his worth with his deeds. He
must be very tactful and able to see what each individual needs from the group.
He needs to have a holistic vision of how the team will look when it reaches its
goal and know what basic adjustments must be made along the way to create
that vision.
The team leader has a variety of responsibilities above and beyond his
personal mental and flying skill work. He must lay out the plan that will bring the
team to fulfill its goals. He must monitor progress and make decisions about
when and if the plan needs to be altered. He is responsible for the setting of
SMART goals. He needs to mediate team meetings to ensure that they are
productive. At the end of a debate on technique he must make the final decision
on the method to be pursued.
It can be very helpful to the efficiency of the team and the moral of the
players if the team leader can delegate responsibilities to other team members.
This will keep the work load at a manageable level for the team leader allowing
him to perform all his tasks well. It also gives the rest of the team a sense of
equality with the leader and ownership of the team’s responsibilities.

Team Meetings
Communication seems to be the key to making interpersonal relationships
work. A team is very much an interpersonal relationship with a lot of potential
pitfalls. It is common for people on a team to try to bury problems due to a lack of
desire to create a scene. This can be very destructive because the issues do not
get resolved. They lay buried and slowly build into something, which is blown
way out of proportion and very destructive to the team. It is important to safe
guard yourself from this by setting up a system of routine meetings where people
have a chance to table potential problems.
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These meetings should be very routine and held regardless of whether or
not there is a problem. You do not want to create an environment where people
shudder with apprehension every time a meeting is called. They should be prescheduled and if there are no problems then only good things are talked about
and everyone leaves happy.
I believe there should be two separate kinds of meetings . One should be
a meeting where any personal problems are brought out in the open. Here each
individual should have an uninterrupted chance to speak freely. It might help this
process if you actually have some sort of object that is held by whomever is
speaking and it is understood that you do not speak unless you hold this object. It
is best if you start out with things that you like about your teammates before you
start into the problems. This will let them know that you don't think all bad about
them and help keep the problem being discussed in perspective.
The other kinds of meetings that must be regularly held are business
meetings. It will help keep the team focused on skydiving if every one is clear on
how and when the different business aspects of the team will be dealt with. This
should deal with every thing from money to scheduling and decide who is
responsible for what tasks and when they will be accomplished.
A closure meeting held at the end of each day is also important. Here you
can recognize the days accomplishments, discuss future plans and events, and
bring up potential problems that need to be avoided. It is a good time to review
the days goals and discuss what was and was not achieved and why. It is a good
thing to officially close the day. This will prevent any confusion about when the
day is actually over and you can relax. The meeting should be brief and concise
to avoid dragging out the day. You should also be sure to end with a positive
note regardless of how the day went.

Coaching
Skydiving coaching has proven itself an invaluable element to any teams
training time and time again. There are dozens of instances where a team has
come out of know where to make incredible gains with very few training jumps
with the use of a well qualified coach. The teams I have been on have always
made use of as much coaching as we could manage.
A well-qualified coach will show you how to perform all the skills properly
without you having to spend all the thousands of jumps he did to learn it. He
should be experienced enough to be able to trouble shoot your problems bringing
you to the fix immediately. He will tell you what you will be doing and why making
you understand how everything fits together.
The coach does much more than provide technical information. The coach
basically takes the place of the team leader. He is in a much better position to do
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this job. He is unaffected by the emotional involvement a team member has and
he is not dealing with the adrenaline coursing through his veins after he has
landed from a training jump. This allows him to think much clearer during the
debriefing and briefing allowing him to make better judgments about what the
team needs. He is much more able to positively affect the teams moral.
Having a coach also allows the team leader to be just a team mate. This is
a better place for him to work on his own skills. It is also a lot easier on the team
for there is no feeling of there being some one on the team who is superior to
another, easing a whole field of emotions. Life on a team with a coach is a lot
easier than without.
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Recommended Reading
In Pursuit of Excellence – Terry Orlick, Leisure Press
The New Toughness Training for Sports – James E. Leohr
Mental Training fro Peak Performance – Steven Ungerleider
Flow – Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, Harper Perenial
Body, Mind & Sport – John Doullard, Crown Trade Paperbacks
Sport Psyching – Thomas Tutko & Umberto Tosi, Putnam
The Ultimate Athlete – George Leonard, North Atlantic Books
In The Zone – Michael Murphy & Rhea A White, Penguin
We strongly suggest the first two on this list. We consider them a “must read”.

Some Inspirational Quotes
“Failure is not an Option”
Apollo 13 Mission Control

“Never, Never, Never, Ever give up”
Winston Churchill

“Do or Do Not, There is no Try”
Yoda

“Never interrupt your enemy when he is making a mistake”
Napoleon Bonaparte

“There are three secrets to winning. Practice, Practice, Practice”
Unknown

“It’s supposed to be hard, if it wasn’t hard everyone would do it”
Unknown
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Your Notes
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Your Notes
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Daily Feedback Sheet
Day One:

Day Two:

Day Three:

Day Four:

Day Five:
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Skills Camp Evaluation
We value your feedback and encourage you to take the time to share with us
your honest opinions of your Skills Camp experience. We will carefully review
your comments and suggestions in our commitment to the continued
improvement of quality in future Airspeed Ultimate Skills Camps.
Camp Dates:
Coach(es) you had during this camp:

Please rate the following by assigning a NUMBER VALUE in accordance with the
scale listed below. Your comments are encouraged on all questions; however
please note explanation is strongly desired for a score below 60 points.
90-100 =
80-90 =
70-80 =
60-70 =
Below 60 =

*Excellent – your comments are appreciated. Why/what was excellent
Good - your comments are appreciated.
OK - your comments are appreciated.
*Needs Improvement – Please comment. Why/What needs improvement?
*Failing – Written explanation strongly desired. Why/What was failing.
*Please be very specific.

1. Your overall satisfaction with this Skills Camp? Numeric Score (0-100)

2. Skills Camp manual, seminars, etc?

Numeric Score (0-100):
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3. Length of Skills Camp: Numeric Score (0-100):

4. Coach(s) knowledge of the sport: Numeric Score (0-100):

5. Coach(s) communication skills & ability to coach: Numeric Score (0-100):

6. Coach(s) professionalism & enthusiasm: Numeric Score (0-100)

7. Overall helpfulness and courtesy of Skydive Arizona’s Staff: Numeric Score (0-100)

Additional Comments, Suggestions or Complaints? Please share them with us below.

Thank you from all of us!
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RELEASE OF LIABILITY
PLEASE READ THIS DOCUMENT CAREFULLY
BY SIGNING IT, YOU ARE GIVING UP LEGAL RIGHTS.
In consideration for being permitted to participate in this Airspeed Skills Camp and any
related activities (collectively, “activities covered by this Agreement”) conducted or
organized by Arizona Airspeed and/or Airspeed Coaching,
I,

hereby agree as follows:

RELEASE OF LIABILITY. I hereby release and discharge Todd Hawkins; Airspeed Coaching;
Arizona Airspeed, LLC; and Skydive Arizona; and each of their affiliates, instructors, coaches, officers,
directors, agents, employees, and members; the owners and manufacturers of equipment, installations, and
motor vehicles compromising the activities covered by this Agreement, and, the property owners and
tenants of the property on which the activities covered by the Agreement are conducted (collectively the
“Releasees”) from any and all liability, claims, demands, or causes of action whatsoever arising out of any
damage, loss or injury to me or my property, or my death, while participating in any of the activities
covered by this agreement, whether resulting from negligence or other fault, either active or passive, of any
of the Releasees, or from any other cause.

ASSUMPTION OF RISK.

I understand the nature of the risks involved in the activities covered by
this Agreement. I acknowledge that these risks include, but are not limited to, equipment malfunction or
failure; defective or negligent design or manufacture of equipment; improper or negligent operation or use
of the equipment; carelessness or negligence of equipment operators, instructors, coaches and/or other
crew; and improper or negligent instruction or supervision. I also acknowledge that some of the risks and
dangers cannot bee foreseen. I voluntarily and freely choose to incur all risks associated with the activities
covered by this Agreement, understanding that those risks may include bodily and personal injury, death,
disfigurement, and damage to property. I voluntarily and freely choose to incur such risks and take full
responsibility for them.

INDEMNITY. I agree to indemnify, save and hold harmless Releasees from any and all losses, claims,
causes of action, or legal proceedings of any kind which may be commenced by any person or entity arising
directly or indirectly from my participation in the activates covered by this Agreement, whether resulting
from negligence or other fault, either active or passive of any of the Releasees or from any other cause.
For valuable consideration, I hereby irrevocably consent to and authorize the use and reproduction by Todd
Hawkins, Airspeed Coaching, Arizona Airspeed (or anyone authorized by them) of any and all photographs
or videos which they have of me for any purpose whatsoever (including future uses), without further
compensation to me. All negative/positives or videos together with the prints shall constitute Todd
Hawkins, Airspeed Coaching, Arizona Airspeed property.

I HAVE CAREFULLY READ THIS DOCUMENT, FULLY UNDERSTAND ITS
CONTENT, AND SIGN IT OF MY OWN FREE WILL.

Date

Participant

Date

Witness
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